
Acuma help Manchester CC Make Substantial Cost Savings 

The Initial Challenge 

MCC needed a reliable, swift and cost-effective solution to distribute documents to staff. The  multiplicity of information 
sources and tools rendered information distribution both complex and expensive. As a consequence, on-going support and 
maintenance costs were escalating. There was also a desire and requirement to centrally coordinate information 
management and security. MCC fundamentally needed to reduce costs, fix outgoings for the next 5 years whilst increasing 
and improving information distribution.  

The Future 

 acusend™ delivering a suite of Management Reports to a SharePoint Portal 

 Further reducing the need for printing paper bills utilising the strengths of acusend™ and other tools e.g. 
BusinessObjects to create content, which can then be ‘burst’ out to each department. 

 Utilise acusend™ to authenticate against Active Directory providing secure access to reports. Single sign on for all users 
who use a variety of applications 

Business Solution Benefit 

MCC made an initial return on investment from the first phase, saving over £90,000 pa with similar savings expected for phase 
II and III. Utilising acusend™ has allowed MCC to distribute better quality information, to a wider audience, at less cost. The 
simplicity of acusend™ has also generated additional cost savings in other areas such as training and support. Additional 
benefits include a substantial reduction in paper usage, for example MCC reduced paper telephone bills from 9,000 down to 
just 16.  

Client feedback: 

“Acuma’s helpful, eager and knowledgeable development team have added to the success of the acusend™ solution.  Acuma 
have worked flexibly adapting the solution to ensure Manchester CC meet the business requirements that have grown following 
the initial install.  A good working relationship is key to any project success and Acuma and Manchester CC have been able to 
build on an already long term relationship with the Account Management, Consultancy and Training and Support teams, giving 
Manchester CC confidence that new requirements will be worked on jointly to ensure requirements are met.”  
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Solution  

In order to meet these challenges, Acuma proposed acusend™, the intelligent information distribution engine. During an initial 
proof of concept, Acuma proved to MCC that acusend™ could deliver significant improvements in information management 
and delivery whilst reducing overall costs. During this 3 day deployment of the full solution, Acuma also delivered skills transfer 
ensuring self sufficiency. 

acusend™ Summary Case Study - Manchester City Council 

Cost Savings 

 Reduction in on-going support and maintenance costs  

 Reduction in on-going training costs 

 Reduction in paper costs 

 Reduction in administrative time  

Performance Improvements 

 Reduction in e-mail numbers and size 

 Network performance improvements  

 Alert driven reports reduces information overload 

 Improved information security 

Results 

Extended benefits to entire council at less overall cost  


